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(Structure of the light, Belgium court case, How the kidneys and large intestine work to 

convert nuclear material B12 which is actually like fusion, No one should die of kidney 

or liver disease we can move teh Ca out of the liver with the technology, About the lies 

in Belgium court case with the death of Nella, Wrong about Iron being the only 

magnetic substance in the universe would it be magnetic in the next universe, 

Everything is held together by M field forces, The Chinese reactor is so complete the 

way I designed it for everything needed in space, It will be controlled by thoughts, 

Through love you give to the soul and can communicate with every cell in your body, 

We can create new life without physicality, We come to this planet to enjoy the 

physicality because the rest of the universe works on the soul level and the energy, The 

decay and division of the neutron is a continuous process in the universe and is so 

simple, When a neutron decays it still has a remnant energy from the first division and 

continues onward therefore the Creator or original neutron is within us and this is how 

we are connected to the Creator, Measuring the water level in the Gans boxes making 

water, how life started on this planet, Life is not exclusive to Earth but like the Cup and 

can transfer fields anywhere where in the universe where the conditions are right, If 

enough people sincerely wish for unification with the Universal Community we'll 

delivery tonight even, The layering of the Gans's and positioning lead to motion this is 

how planets rotate further positioning is how stars are created, The ocean currents are 

created by the different salinities, This is exactly the same with the brain, We need to 

develop our sense to feel and recognize the Gans's, Gans Carbon in diamond structure, 

Why all the plastic is gathering in one place in the ocean the magnetic field of the C 

links up, Salinity in the Gans is created by MG fields and can't be washed out to 0 it is 

produced back again according to the field condition, It's about creating the conditions 

for the matter, Explains the neutron and nuclear decay, With the division of the neutron 

(it becomes a heat when it slows down) comes the release of MG fields that can be used 

to create anything anywhere in the universe and this leads to peace, Inter-atomic 

plasmatic fusion is what leads to creation of the universe, Fields in the universe existed 

their interaction lead to creation of the Creator, not the Creator leading to creation of the 

fields but where did those fields come from,   ,  ) 

 

(:17). people are trying to see if they can create what we have been teaching lately. One 

of them is the light and the structure of light, but one thing that has to be 

understood is that light has a strength and intuition of its own existence, but 

conversion of itself into matter state, or sub-matter state, or above matter state, 

according to what it is attracted to and what it likes to enlighten. Many of you are 

testing the teachings of the past few weeks. I think you are all looking very much. The 

early teachings of 4 or 5 years ago, covers what is to become the flight system of today. 

A lot was taught, listen to the first 10 to 20 teachings, then you can complete a full 

circle. It is important to understand how you convert, transport, and then transmute, and 

then how you become the beginning to start all over again. Many of you have skipped 

one or 2 pieces of this,  (:20). so you don't see the whole package of it. different parts of 

this have been tested by different parts of KF KS and they can't connect to each other 

and it's time to consolidate it. Many of you who have done the tests start talking to each 

other. This is where as One Nation collaboration has to start. Many of you have tested 

different aspects of the T but you don't see how to bring it together. the Chinese KF 

spaceship program is head on course. We are planning and have announced to the 

Chinese government and the tests will start. What will happen depends on KF  ... (:22).  



we are ready to test... if once this takes hold there is no reason not to open the space to 

man. ... (:24).  

.. there will be massive unemployment in US after the release of this T. Nobody will 

buy a single gun or missile. This will complete the process. ... (:28). Those Americans 

who are always online, we have given you the final warning. Start closing your 

weapons factories because nobody will buy it. We have talked with governments in 

the background, they will cancel all their orders for weapons technology. This 

process will hit arms producing nations very rapidly. The government of Belgium will 

collapse because 40 to 50% of the income is totally on weapons industry. I told you we 

don't have to do anything, the nation will strangle itself. This goes the same with a 

number of other governments. What we call the One Process has to be done otherwise 

there will be a lot of lies for selling arms. This way it's a sharp, very powerful delivery 

of the T, and change the oil industry. The dependence on oil will become zero in the 

next 3 to 5 years. This closes another chapter. it will put pressure on a lot of 

governments. Thanks to all the K Seekers for developing the T, we have used your 

shoulders to stand high in delivering the latest technologies. There are a number of 

hidden technologies which have been across the KF websites but you didn't notice and 

they have been used in the new systems.   (:30).  

.. the first passengers were offered to wife of KF China and in time to the Mohan's. ... 

(:32).  

 

 

... Any Questions.  (:42).  

 

(:44).  

(:46). Belgium court case ... 

(:52).  

 

(1:00). ... It goes back to the Kidney. The T if you understand it brings you everything 

you need. Look at the structure of the kidney. The dialysis machines of today are a 

squeezing machine they are not the way the body works. The body works in a very 

perfect way, this is why are a time people on dialysis run into problem, because the 

material doesn't work, it takes material out of the body, it doesn't convert it. If you look 

at the kidney, or even the large intestine of the body, you'll understand the secret 

of the conversion, conversion of energy into gas, or odor, what we call diamond 

structure, conversion of the energy back into a nuclear composition, confirmation 

and gathering of all the energies together. One of the main things the world of 

science doesn't understand about the large intestine is how at the last part of the small 

intestine and the beginning of the large intestine have created a condition of creating 

nuclear material, B12, when it looses energy in the process of going through the 

body it absorbs its energy back to become nuclear. ?? B12. And then what do you 

do?  (1:02). You fertilize the plants with it and we eat it back again. If you look at 

our own body structure we are one of the most advanced nuclear systems, what 

they call and have been trying to call, fusion. In your body the fusion is complete, 

you eat ofod, you take the B12, you convert the energy to a level that it becomes 

radioactive and deposit it in certain glands and when they loose the energy your body 

releases it again as an energy, back as a matter in the intestine, and then it energizes it 

back, it fuses energy to it that it goes back to become at the level that the body can use, 

but then at that point it can't feed itself back. Most probably if we go through the 

evolution of the system our body will find a way to feed B12 back to itself that it 



doesn't need to go out and gather it. ?? Leave it as an excrement, you plant it and 

give it to the plants and again through the same energy conversion you eat it back 

again through the animals and ofod. there is a lot for us to learn and if you learn this and 

understand it you can do a lot of things that it looks like they are magical. By trying to 

discredit the T they have stopped many people to carry on with the work, but now we'll 

reverse it. You have to go back to the point to understand how the process of 

whatever you have been taught is part of your self. If you look at what I have 

taught you in the past 5 years in my books and all the teachings, I have not taught 

you anything which you do not know, which you are not made of.  (1:04). It's the K 

seekers who have to start unraveling the truth the way it is, the way it will be, the way 

that it has. When you speak about the kidney, nobody should die of kidney failure, 

or liver failure or massive obstruction of the liver with the cancers where 

calcification stops the flow. Doctors like Dr. Rodrigo should be able to do this in the 

flick of a finger. What is calcification, that it blocks the liver and it enlarges so much, 

and then you die of liver failure. We have seen how you transmute energy into matter 

and the matter into energy. Doctors in KF understand how to remove Ca. Blocked 

livers expand because of a backlog of liquid in them. It should be very easy for those 

who understand how the system works, they can remove Ca from the lover and all the 

blockages go, it's like a dam ...  You have a Ca, make it into Pl, let it transmute 

through the body, take with itself the energy of it, it arrives on the other side, in 

another dimension of the Ca of a lower (strength). You just take the Ca out. No one 

should die of these diseases anymore.  (1:06). A couple days ago I had the pleasure to 

look at a video my father sent to me. Last year in June they sent him home to die, on an 

oxygen machine with 2 to 4 liters capacity that he could just barely live. It's a year later, 

no oxygen and he travels. It was just through him using the T on his own accord. Tell 

DL ?? for saving my fathers life. Using the uniform of the police is the most criminal 

offense let alone destroying evidence. We call in for Nella's mother and the mother's 

lover as witnesses for the doctors that no operation was given to Nella. ... In fact the 

mother left the window open at -70 degrees to kill her daughter. We give evidence. The 

lovers of the mother will be called into court. The lies written that she was given ofod, 

but the fact is she was admitted for pneumonia when the mother left the window open. 

This is how much lying has been put into court cases. Now we call the lover in also, he 

was a medical person who was signed in by the mother to be present. Now you 

understand how we are opening the case. Lying is big in the courts of Belgium. It's all 

been fabricated. All the evidence has to be opened up.  (1:08).  ... another man .. court 

was told to accept the lies.  ... the mother lied 4 years ago and within months of giving 

false evidence she lost her little girl. Eye for an eye, lying while she said she received 

her service, it was organized by the king. This is one the most powerful technologies 

that they thought they would control. They are one of smallest nations on planet and 

biggest nation in Africa called Congo. ....  we open a massive case for the KF and we 

waited for it to go beyond the borders.  (1:10). ... their  

(1:12) ...  

millions of people now know about the technology....  

.. when we release it to you next week make sure you release it to all courts in the 

world.  ...  (1:14).  

The state of Belgium has to be brought into justice for all the scientists they have killed. 

.. 

(1:16).  

... Q: What's the best way to get the energy flow through the soul to the body. I try 

to feel the flow from the unified plasma. (1:18). field to the soul and then to the heart 



and the body. Let's go through this, a lot of people have been trying to do this, to 

understand the flow of energy, trying to replicate this to see how you can do such a 

thing to get energy flowing in the body. You have been taught this. ... How does the 

energy flow? How does blood flow in your body? Why do certain bloods flow in 

given directions, why do certain lymph cells go in one side only because they are going 

to be part of the structure they are traveling, but it doesn't waste time and energy 

sending a cell which is for the brain to the tip and of toe and bring it back up 

again. It doesn't work that way. It works on a ??  Go back to the teachings, what did 

we say, transmutation of the fields in MG field strength is by gradient flow, higher 

to the lower, what we call love. I love you, I feed you.  (1:20). That is what your soul 

does with the tip of your toe or the hair on your head. Is this the position from the brain 

being further from the toe, or what we call the STM to the soul of physicality of the toe, 

that dictates what energy will go to it and how the flow of the liquid goes, or has it to do 

with the gradient in the strength of the field. If you are in touch with different parts 

of your body you should be able to do that. If you are in touch with your cells you 

should be able to do that. If you want to do gradient transfer, go back to understand how 

the strength of your soul is and the strength of wherever you want the energy to go 

through and try to create the position that it is weaker that it allows the soul to 

feed it but create it on the strength of the soul. I taught you this in the space T and 

that is when we want to travel in the space  (1:22). we create the imaginary 

(reference) point through the strength that we can use it as a position to move into, 

you can choose a star or a planet, but in the middle of the space you have only 5% 

if that, not even it's less then 1% in the universe as matter state of our strength. So 

you can't lock into somewhere very far. You create that imaginary point through the 

interaction of your reactors and with that point you try to convert energy with, transfer 

in so many ways, MG fields with. In a very straight forward way that is what you are 

trying to do with your own position that you created. (draws an IL interaction with it). 

You create so much, MG field forces here (at the imaginary point) that it interacts with 

the smaller mass, like an electron and a proton. Then go back to understand the 

totality of the work of the electron and neutron and proton, there is a bandwidth 

that this electron can move in. So if you master it well enough you can never come 

into it, but you can move further out. You create a field and then you pinpoint a 

field and you do it. Now change this spaceship, proton, electron, to your soul and 

this to your body. Where do you want it to go? What do you want to change?  (1:24). 

and what would it bring, the change and is that change what you wish, is it beneficial to 

the other souls in the body of the man, because if a cell changes soul, or wants to be 

in that soul, it can change its characteristics and start a cancer and be what these 

other cells, elements are not happy with, and therefore you'll not achieve it. You 

can't do something out of self interest, you have to it on that I understand , I don't 

even know how, understand my own cells, my souls together. I hope you 

understand, that you decide on the transfer of the energy, if you understand the 

work of the soul, this work of the transmutation of elements, the work of 

transportation of ?? light, because when you transfer an energy which is from your 

soul, or trying to move in it, it means you create a light, you see a light within 

yourself. It's a lot to understand. Any other question. When you ask questions like this, 

try to go deeper in the understanding of the knowledge.  (1:26). Try to look at the full 

knowledge in totality. I have taught you everything you need to know to travel the 

depths of the universe. Q: visualization of the flow is a good start, allowing the flow 

is key, that is giving permission to the energy you wish to convey, allow and accept and 

then give to also where you connect... In that sense it must apply to the things that we 



have attracted to us in our environment, it that what is going on with the interaction .. . 

(1:28). ... it seems that where we ofcus is important to get to the next place ... how is the 

connection to a star system made, would we have to have a very strong field?        The 

thing is that the strongest fields in any star, that strength in MG field exists in 

every cell of the body of the man. For example if you look at Fe, the condition of 

this planet's strength of MG field of it, it is M  (1:30). There is a test, would Fe still 

be magnetic in the next solar system? I doubt it because the MG field its structure 

are totally different. Fe is not the only magnetic material in the U, that's the biggest 

rubbish ?? The drop of water in the water would not exist if they weren't MG 

attracted to each other. So would be the wood, Zinc. the world of science has become 

so hypocritical that it is unbelievable when you listen to some things and say how come 

people accept this rubbish. They say the only magnet in this world is the material of Fe. 

If you remember they were telling us that we have an Fe core (in the earth) and because 

of that we have the magnetism, now with the knowledge of the Pl can somebody tell us 

how all these drops of water on this planet have become to be magnetized ??  So does 

the magnetism only exist in the Fe life of the strength, or for the water drop to be 

magnetized that have to have that attraction to each other. With the new technology we 

can create that field.  (1:32). even for a leaf of a tree for it be attracted and stay with 

the tree, or every cell of your body to stay together there has to MG field, magnetism to 

keep it together. So how come we say that magnetism only exists in the metal the 

iron. Because we accepted a lot of fairytales, now we understand teh totality of it 

and we can produce the M field of it. The structure has to be such that it fits into 

every dimension of the work of the U, and not only what you want. Do we get 

attracted to, or can we create a position to travel into? Of course we can, now we have 

the knowledge. It is very simple, for those of you who have a problem in seeing how 

you can make a reference point that you can fly into. When we release the Chinese 

space reactors have a look at it, it's in there. I have designed it that way. As I told you 

the Chinese reactor is so complicated, it's so easy, but it carries the creation of the 

spot where the SS can travel towards. It's designed that way. You can design your 

thoughts, 'I want to be in teh next room', I don't want to walk from here to my 

bed, I want to be in bed. But it needs practicing, understanding  (1:34). in how we 

move, how we concentrate the energy. In the space travel of tomorrow you can't 

create sudden positions, you have to create combinations of positions, that the totality of 

the combinations create what you want. It's very much like you park on a side road to 

wait to meet your friend there. They haven't made you a parking space there, it's not a 

service station, a star, a planet for you to land on it. So it's the same in the space travel, 

you decide I want to meet in this space, my brother is coming from planet Zeus and we 

meet there because planet Zeus takes a long time to go to. I create that position and give 

?? MG fields strength of that position to my brother, he knows where in the U ?? he'll 

land there. Do you want to get on the sailing of the M or of the G, inwards. Or do you 

want to go halfway to suit your will because the M gets weaker and weaker, at the point 

of the conjunction of the 2 balances you jump on the G side which gets stronger. There 

is a lot to learn. But for now we have to show you the systems so then you can start 

expanding into it. Third world nations, Chinese structures, they'll go so fast. You of the 

biggest obstructions you'll see to this T is from teh advanced nations.  (1:36).  

 

 

... you can't sell arms if no one wants to fight. The next 3 weeks as we go into  (1:42). 

the space development completion I tried to open a lot of things that it can be 

understood. We have forced the conditions of peace with the delivery of the new 



technology and with it we have to understand a lot of it, transportation, transmutation is 

the part that you K Seekers have to rush to understand as fast as possible. Test it and 

understand it. In your body you do it, find out how. Test it how you can even feel the 

emotion in a cell in your body. How you can change cancer cells in your body. You 

all are able to. If a machine in the back and the front does this for you, so should it be 

for your emotion the same way. We have to understand a lot of new processes. Falling 

in love, which means giving. Try to fall in love and what it means to give to a cell 

and see how that cell responds to you, to a woman or man and see what that 

response to you is, to a dog. You don't need to tell, I love you, you can give that to 

the soul. The soul will feed it, more then physicality. You don't need the word, that's 

why I say, I never say I love you. Because, why ... what reason, then you don't need, 

you can give, you can transmit it  (1:44). to rule what I call, the soul of the 

transportation of the energy. Creating a life without physicality is very easy, but it 

is appreciating the life, which is important. How do we create life in the space. How 

are they going to be our next generations. Do I transmit an energy and I leave there 

and somebody else comes and puts the other energy into it, and through 

dimensions of the universe energy packs leads to creation of a new soul. It happens 

every second of the time in the U. I always said to Caroline when I met her, we come 

to this planet to enjoy the physicality because the rest of the U works on the soul 

level and the energy. There is going to be a very big push for all K Seekers to 

understand a lot of things, because the time has come for us to push forward. How do 

you feel your feet and how do you transfer your energy? You have to create that 

gradient in the need of the cell or understanding of the work of the STM. I have 

taught you everything that you (need) to do.  (1:46). Do you want to be in another 

room or point in the U, do you want to understand how the light from the stars reach 

you, and what the rubbish that has come out saying that it takes 100,000 years for the 

light to get to you, what a nonsense. And how come we all see the same little light. 

With a little understanding of the plasma T a lot of you should have written papers, that 

the Royal Institute of Science will put it on the shelf for somebody else to come and 

copy it and tell them, oh, we have ofund a new thing. But we have seen that the biggest 

lie in cosmology has gone out, the biggest cheat. Now it allows people with true science 

to come in. The thief of Baghdad has gone. We are free to think and develop 

technologies. We are here to guide.  Q: Is the model neutron, the soul of mothers, in 

a similar relation to teh Creator as the electron  (1:48). to the proton, and the body 

to the soul. When we place Gans's do the energies go through a full circle to the 

Creator, are the Gans's magnets for light?  In so many ways, yes. One of the biggest 

nuclear decays in the U even bigger then Plutonium and Uranium, is the neutron, when 

it divides it decays. This is part of a game as said in the world of science, we always 

look at one end and we forget the other end because we never understood it so at the 

moment we play blind. We call it a nuclear decay in Book number 1 and 2. If nuclear 

decay is so effective and simple that it happens every second, o we need to 

understand anymore? The biggest illegal nuclear material in the world is in the body 

of the man or any creature is called a neutron. Because it decays rapidly and it always 

decays. We are all a bunch of nuclear weapons walking around because we all carry 

neutrons in our body and every neutron decays and the minute it decays it divides into 

an electron and a proton. And the electron becomes another neutron, now it's going for a 

time for itself to decay, to split. The world of physics and science is so simple, why 

have we made it so complicated.  (1:50). If that center divides itself and it still carries 

the remnants of the first one, if we didn't ?? need the electron, we have the 

remnants, the same part, the strength of the neutron, we have the same thing a 



proton. And now can you understand where that neutron became a part of the 

collection of the energies from another division, and then it came from another 

division, all these billions of neutrons have been divided and their division has 

reached to be the level of energy of the observation of the man. Now you can 

imagine where is that big neutron, which is division and it still exists, has lead to 

creation of all these neutrons which has lead to all these single neutrons in the 

creation of this universe. So that neutron, what we call the Creator is within us, 

has become part of us. Are we connected? We are made out of, we are not connected, 

we are part of, we are it, within ourselves in the center of the structure. It doesn't matter 

how it comes together, without its division, without what I call subdivisions, would not 

have lead to the creation of what we are. That what I say, you have to understand and 

being partial not just to a limit and from then on, it says in Torah, Bible or another book, 

that these things were not, because you couldn't understand the totality. Now that you 

understand you have to go a step further. And then you say, is God within us .. are we 

connected to ... you are made of It ... you are part of It. It is you who have denied 

your own existence.  (1:52). Don't ever doubt in the confirmation of your own 

existence in connection with the Creator. Q: Shandoor teaches about Tritium. By 

using the 4 Gans ... can we arrange them in such a way to create a gradient to create the 

fields of H, D and Tritium? Say we have CH3 and CO2 if we put them in a gradient, the 

C would interlock, then the CuO2 with the O2 interlocking, then with ZnO, then H2O ... 

what we have left ...H, H2, H3.  When and how are you going to add these things? I 

thought to measure the quantities in mass ratios, to remove the salts and water from the 

Gans's .. then we can use it in dynamic or reactors. like presented in KS workshop 115, 

... (1:56).  .. CO2 not in matter state but Gans then we have a field of O2 in the center 

and a field of C around it in Gans state. With CH3 its C in center and H3 around. ... 

(1:58).  ...  (2:00). ... Am I right on this, what's your view? You can never be wrong. 

But it's a very long shot. Today I was in the lab. ... I have taught this for years, I told 

you to mark the water level when you make Gans's. The water level goes up. And 

nobody did. But strange enough he says, I emptied the boxes and the next day they 

are full of water. I said, this is what we taught for years.... He has been emptying the 

boxes and creating water. .. changing alkalinity and acidity ... (2:02). .. what you are 

showing is the process of creation over millions of years. If you can position 

systems like this, and you can make it to start a trigger point of dynamic systems. 

...  without the waters then you start a cycle of life. You can even explain how water 

was created on this planet. Was it the O or H that triggered it. In so many ways you 

are not far off, you can write any equation you like, but can you create a condition for 

it that it leads to dynamic ever production of water. Q: I am in the process of 

purifying drying the Gans's. I am just now seeing what happens when we make CH3 

Gans ...   (2:04). ...   You have to understand the process, Fe is 56, Cu is 60, Zn 62 (goes 

up to 65), now you can see how CH3 comes into play.  (2:06). How the C comes into 

play. .. you have an Fe 56 on the other side of your drawing.  ... but you have some 

isotopes of Zn and Cu. Here I'll write something. In the center you have 2 isotopes of ?? 

... it's not the same C it has slightly different M fields. .. the bandwidth of C is huge it 

crosses universes. .. now a totally new C with a different strength is created and allows 

for a totally different game.  (2:08). ... remember Fe sits in the background and it has a 

say in the field structure of the C that is created here, and that C with the H, the free 

structure of the plasma gives it the orange look. .. you brought in the AA .. if you look 

here, what you put here, if you go back on the history of mankind , brings the whole 

humanity on the table. This is life. If you can control in this box, the Zn, Fe, Cu, 

introduce a little Ca, Na, K, you will see a life start developing. You create life ... as 



long as you have the AA ??? you'll see animals ... what you have drawn here is how 

life started on this planet, a little bit of Zn, Cu, Fe, Ca  (2:10). saltwater of the 

marshland and the beginning of life.  Life is not exclusive of Africa it didn't start there 

alone. Q: Perhaps it started in the oceans? It started in South America in Europe. We all 

look the same, have the same structure, because it's the enforcement of the 

condition of this planet. They said this is why we have this, because the other came 

and took over. Where did the first one come from? How did they change? Because 

they were created. The condition for the creation of life at a given temperature was 

fit for life to be created on this planet, and everywhere had the same chance, 

because the oceans of this planet mixed everything. I have explained this in other 

teachings, you have to realize what is happening. You call it moisture, we call it rain, 

sweet water. But where did the sweet water come from? It came from the salty sea 

and when it evaporated it left the salt behind and become sweet water, as it went 

through the hills it gathered some of the minerals but not at the strength that it 

could become part of it. When the sweet and salt come together,  (2:12). we see the 

mayhem it created in the interaction in that part of the ocean. If you understand 

this, it's very easy to understand ? How come all the vapors of the planet come 

together and become clouds. When you look at the clouds it's not just from Africa, it 

could be from anywhere on this planet. They were at a given strength to come together, 

a condition was created then they appeared. Now they carried the essence of, the way 

you made the Cup and put the orange on it and tasted the orange in the water. For 

life to be created once evolved can be anywhere on this planet. I'll give you a news 

and maybe you'll understand in the very near future. When the man goes to space. The 

condition of planet earth, if you find another planet which has gone through the 

water (created water) but hasn't yet gone through evolution, will create life like 

this planet. Life like this is not so exclusive of this planet. Remember the Cup of 

Life with the orange on it, and you tasted it in the water. Planet earth with human 

race and life on it, is that orange, and the universe is the Cup. You have to 

understand what it is. This brings us to the point of the Universal Community. If 

enough of you who wish for peace and create a condition that we see the peace 

process start to move, and it's coming. If enough of mankind wishes for unification 

with the UC, and if they can deliver that with sincerity. We will deliver! Be it 

tonight. Q: Excuse me Mr. Keshe, we used to harvest separately the white Gans and 

then the orange Gans,  (2:14). but now I realize if we keep them together it creates a 

quite a different conditions. Maybe this is a clue for producing Gans of Deuterium by 

leaving CH3 and CO3 produced together and reaching or setting up some balance of it.  

Go back to a picture in the Book that we showed the Gans's don't mix but stay 

separate. This is your explaining. It's the processing of the ?? time of the universe. 

The process we are going through with the space T is the system speeding up of ?? 

the process. What you are trying to achieve chemically and by rotation, we have seen it 

done very rapidly by those who have done it, will take time. In the space T through the 

rotation and the conditions we create, we bring that position much faster to 

evolution of confirmation of existence. What it takes for you to eat the ofod, going 

through your body, to be digested and coming out, then when it is needed to 

become your skin, let's say 20 days or a week, we do the same process in dynamic 

reactors in a few seconds. We are doing the same thing. Q: Can you just produce the 

fields of H2O and not have to drink water and still we'll have enough water in our 

body? How do you think I am going to feed you in the space.  (2:16).  Q: People are 

asking how to produce the CH4 bluish Gans you have in your book. You said before to 

make a reactor like for CuO and sugar, would you give us??  The blue Gans is created 



primarily because we used plastic coated Cu. The plastic cover brings the O in the 

vicinity, visibility of CuO. It's one of the most rarest kind of materials to create if you 

know how. but then there is a process you have to do. You don't need to go and add. 

You see I am a master of disguise, I know how to do it ... I just set it up to be done 

because I am standard process maybe because I'm a nuclear physicist. ??? the conditions 

of the transmutation of the elements. (2:18). It's the environment you create, and the 

problem is you are locked up to one ?? matter. This morning I produced a massive 

system that can produce anything but it's been set in a condition that it starts the 

process from a neutron and then I can create anything in any position on this 

planet. For me to create materials in the conditions I want them to be, literally let's 

repeat the whole story. You produce whatever, but at the same time you bring to 

proximity, it's there, you can't escape, the guy is jacketed, what does it take for you to 

first sweat, you are conditioned to that sweater or to a T-shirt, how much more do you 

want to sweat, then you put jumpers and coats, if you want to sweat less you put T-

shirts on it. I create conditions, the U is created out of creating conditions. You put a 

CH3 and then CO2 you are enforcing conditions and then you are hoping the C will 

lock to the C. The question to ask is where does the C go, how will you see the C as?  

(2:20). You haven't explained that, how do you accept that. I can explain to you where it 

has gone. Do you know where it has gone? Because not all of your CH3 is converted, 

because not all of your CO2 locks together. You have a free O and a free plasma 

field of the H, where does that go, and free Cs.  No, no , listen very carefully what I 

am talking about. Look at your CH3 in that organization put a torchlight to it and what 

do you see? You see shining stars. Your Cs become diamond structure. When you put 

the CO2 and CH3 together you have created floating diamonds, but these are Cs in the 

state of the gaseous, of grapheme state of C. What do you do with it? I know what I can 

do with it. 99.99% will never have a clue what to do with it. I don't want a diamond. I 

set out to create it because I have a purpose for it. When you say the CO2 and CuO2 go 

together, this is a very nice grandmother story, but does it happen. How do you create ?? 

then you create a ?? demand to it. Theoretically you're okay. but how long does it take 

for you to add  (2:22).  ?? . Where is your common denominator, you are totally 

denying ?? of its work. You have a common denominator that has brought all these 

together. If you take a Nano material out of the moisture it stops growing. Your N 

coating only grows when there is moisture. Now it comes to the point. You put all this 

together, a very nice story. But what did you do with this one (NaOH) and what 

happened if you used tap water (NaCl). If you managed to wash this clearly, you should 

have ?? 10 to 20 % of your Gans, the rest will be lost in your washing system. .... but 

where is your H3 and O2, then you add your Zn and Cu, what sequence do you mix 

them,  (2:24). .. what energy do they release, what MG field do they produce to create 

and to absorb. (mic adjusted ..)  ... we have to understand the process. The way you 

explained yes you can do ...  why are there CO2 white layer on top and one on the 

bottom and you ask why is there water in between, we explained this before.  (2:26). 

The top is ZnO and the bottom CO2, but the 2 trying to create balance and 

positioning they create motion. You get the rotation of the field. If you can put 

another Gans that can stay in a different layer, in trying to find their position in 

respect to each other your whole system floats. This is how dynamism from M 

fields in the universe is created. If you twist it enough at a certain speed and mass 

you lead to creation of a star. Even the planetary system is initiated by this. There 

are no motors in the U, positioning of different elements creates dynamism. It's very 

much like in oceans where the salt levels or salinity leads to the motion and not so 

much anything else. The alkalinity of teh waters on this planet are the main causes 



of motion, temperature is something that is added on later. .. different salinity in the 

water creates different rivers. It's exactly the same with your brain, you at teh 

different layers of it. this is the brain of the planet, you call it the waters. Different 

layers create different salinity, different ?? falls , create different transfer of 

energy. Without it we don't have the waters and oceans  (2:28). and the temperatures 

and the space gap which they say it is. We have to redefine the science. You are doing 

the same. When you put these things together CH3 and CO2, ??? you should put your 

Zn and Cu ?? in and create a dynamism in it, but will it give you the hedge, the hedge is 

what you have on the screen, but in the reality, it's a lot of wishful thinking, but if you 

push it, understand it, create a condition for it you'll achieve it. We have shown that 

you can create the structure of teh brain of the man in the lab. I think the brain is 

dead now, what they did with it in Italy. We can create, produce, develop everything. 

All of you are trying to create a neutron, what are you going to do with it? I gave you a 

tip. Go back to another part of the teaching, when you couldn't understand it you just 

abandoned it, like a flood. Here you talked about the C connected and you get a H3 and 

CO2, what does it give you, crystal C. Go back to when I said, the light and the 

organization of it will be through crystals. Now you have created the crystals. 

(2:30). Go back to that teaching and see what we said you can do with crystals. Now 

that you made it go and see what you were supposed to do with it now that you have 

made it. You see all the teachings are connected but you don't understand it so you 

forget about it. In the lab I saw so many crystals in the box, I said, my god, how much 

people are trying to ofllow it step by step. they don't understand the totality. What is on 

the screen, and you say CH3 and CO2 link, but where do they go? You only tell us 

half of the story because you haven't understood what it is, what is the 

consequence of the rest of the story. 99% of these Cs here, if you get it right, if you 

just put a C in it, will lead you to .. creation of diamond crystals. Then what are you 

going to do with it. You just say you have this because you are so targeted on producing 

H and CH3, you missed the main thing you worked for months before, when you 

bought all those crystals. (It's a very complicated way to do it ... but maybe I can find it)   

(2:32). Let me see if I can find the video on the crystals so you can see them... you'll see 

exactly what I am talking to with the CH3 and CO2, there is another way to do it... 

you'll receive a video that shows what happens when CO2 and CH3 form a diamond 

structure. The next question is what are you going to do with it, you look at it 

theoretically, now I show it to you practically.  (2:34).  .. the process is very simple, 

why are we producing these things .. H, H2, H3 and then produce a neutron, do 

you know how to capture a neutron, I showed you what it is. .. Now I would like a 

tuition fee for anybody who would like to know.  (2:36).  Q: I am trying to make the 

bridge with those who understand the sciences and those who don't ... for those who 

are not interested in teh sciences. All the elements are made out of protons, neutrons 

and electrons, all in all they generate fields and these are like the fingerprint, let's 

say we have a CO2 Gans, but it has a certain field strength, it emanates, which is 

like a fingerprint of the CO2 Gans. We need to start learning how to identify the 

strength of the fields in order to know what we have in the Gans Box. We probably 

always have composite Gans's a mixture, and together they have a certain field strength 

which is needed for various applications. If we want to travel to the moon we need to 

make a system that attracts us to reach there ... My question is how do we develop this 

ability, because in the physicality we know if we touch a material we know if it is 

plastic or metal or textile, we have this ability because we were taught since birth 

how to use our physical senses. How do we develop our sense to identify the field 

strength? When we ??? we will not take a measurement of certain elements that we put 



in,  (2:38). but we will feel it by the field strength ... How do we do it?  The recognition 

of the fields is part of our nature but we have decided to ignore it. In the process 

we have decided not to consider it. But in fact, we know it, we can feel it. If you 

need machines, we can create a machine to measure it, but in essence we know this 

by heart, because it is part of us. Measuring tools ... the easiest way to understand the 

strength fields is to develop it. It's a sense, so you can create it. Understand and feel it. I 

was holding some material yesterday in my hand and I put it down because I could feel 

the energy in it. I was holding another material that they said was the same, and I could 

not feel it. I have built up over years, maybe by experience, by knowledge. I can tell 

what materials are made of. Years ago when I was in the diamond business I could  

(2:40). hold a rough cut stone and say where it comes from, which river, or mine, in 

which country. It wasn't just by the look you could feel the energy of it. ... Once we start 

trusting in ourselves we can do it. It's very easy.   ... take a bottle of CH3 in your 

hand, many different CH3 and see how you feel about it, what energy does it give 

you. Then pick up a CO2 bottle, and CuO2.  We have to learn the language of the 

energies of the space through our own experience. You can't say how it feels to be 

drunk until you get drunk. I can explain everything you want about drunkenness, you 

won't experience it.  ...   (2:42). You need to develop the senses, you can't teach it.  

We are going back to when we came out of the ?? jungle. 20 came out and 2 ate the red 

berries and died, the others didn't and learned not to touch it. I can't teach you how to 

recognize CH3. I can teach you how to feel it, hold it, which part of your body interacts 

with it, and then let's see.  

 

 .. feeling the different Gans's ...  

some Gans's when you touch them make you feel very hungry. Something ?? you fall in 

love with anything, even a table and a chair.  (2:44). ..  plays video about how the C 

locks together. ..   (2:46). what's the assumption of 2 C connected, I say it's a diamond 

structure. The body does it when it passes wind, if there is no smell it means it 

hasn't gone through the conversion to a diamond structure which is an odor. What 

does the odor carry, trying to tell through the information, that odor has carried 

the information to your brain, 'don't feed my body this again', keep away from it. 

Non-verbal gaseous communication between the one end to the other.  plays the videos. 

(2:48). if you look you see shinning lights, these are what you dismissed as a C. It plays 

a game in that bottle. What does this floating crystal do in the U. Back in the 80s the 

ofund the largest diamond in the U, they ofund a planet which is made of diamond. ... 

somewhere on this planet, in the Atlantic ocean and a couple of other oceans at this 

moment, there is a continent of plastic bottles gathering together. Ask yourself why 

only plastic bottles. .... (2:50). Then go back on the salinity of the water. the bottles that 

you made the Gans's out of, the original magic thing about the Coke bottle of the KF, 

and understanding the composition of the waters of this planet, the strength of the fields, 

the composition of the AA, and then you say that only Fe is magnetic, then you have to 

understand the connection of the binding of the C in the CH of the plastic, and then 

you can find out why they are collecting in one place. It's a magnet. These 

environments produce a crystal structure magnetic field of the C which matches 

the plastic. Now you can go on the Internet and say you discovered how these island of 

plastic bottles are made, but don't say that Keshe told us, and then you become a genius 

and you might get a Nobel Prize for it. The reason the plastics are gathering together 

is through the dynamic characteristics of C structure of the plastic in conjunction 

with its own and the salt in the sea. This is what I said just now to Sandor, what 

about the NaCl. The earth continuously produces diamond structures but it is used 



for another purpose  (2:52). and dimension. Q: I am supposed to wash the Gans to 

zero salts. Ah, but you can't clean it there are no zero solids. Q: I bought a salinity 

meter and something interesting happens, when I wash it down to 100 pm then 

suddenly the next wash is back up to 800 ppm, it means a part of the salt is held 

within the Gans and when it gets diluted and then it jumps ... You see it is very 

interesting what you brought up. There is a place on this planet a land, where exactly 

what you say appears. First 30 cm of the land is salted over, and 1 meter below the 

same land sweet water flows in rivers.  (2:54). I said to the officials regarding this, 

how come all the rain which comes doesn't wash the salinity into the water below? 

This is exactly what you are explaining. The MG field of the earth creates that 

condition and it has to do with whatever flows within the structure of this planet, 

we can't change it. They want to wash it to get the salt out. The salt will be 

produced again because the layers create exactly the condition. Do you want to 

explain it for a second time. He shares screen again ....  (2:56).   (2:59).  the factor why 

you get the 800 ppm peak it means that at a given point you get that condition, the 

elements, it doesn't matter what it is release the holdings of energy equivalent to 

salt. Q: So it's not a salt?  It's the energy because you bring it into the matter state, 

because you are working in a Gans environment. So now at that level you reached, 

it doesn't matter what material, that the salinity stays. This is what I said about the 

land, it has created an environmental condition that holds to this 800 high level salinity, 

it doesn't matter how much it rains.   (3:00). Because what you did with the wash is old 

fashion, you're out of date by maybe 2 years of education. If I were you I would create a 

dynamic system here and here and I don't need to wash ...? you can create a composition 

dynamic system which does the job of the washing and it brings the salinity to below 

levels, but because you are using a dynamic system it never hits the 800, you can 

position. Where are you going to find all this water in the space to do all this 

washing to change salinity. You have to understand what salinity means, what is 

the presence of the salt, what MG field does salt carry.  (3:02). If that is the salinity 

you need 2 dynamic systems, M field transfer which has NaCl. Do you remember what 

Dr. Rodrigo did. They put the body in between, different ratio transfer, you can change 

the salinity. Q: My first question was to get a quantity of Gans that I can measure by 

weight, because if it's in a saline solution I can estimate how many percent how much is 

water, salt and Gans. You are coming to my world. There are no scales in the U, it's the 

condition you want that counts. ...  

 

.. we created the conditions that lead to creation of this planet. If you can repeat, 

create the same conditions in the U you can create water. (3:04). this is what the 

new T is about, what we mean by saying we become independent of the planet. We 

create the condition and not the materials, to be created by the conditions. It's a big 

difference. We create the conditions that leads to any environment that you want to 

create. Q:....  Now your desire has become dynamic. Q: so we have to accept a certain 

randomness? Of course it is total randomness, but now we can put some figure to 

this randomness. We can quantify it. Q:  ... You are such a new KS I have to ask you 

to go back to the first teachings. Q: I do and I tell others that Mr. Keshe gave out all the 

T and it's hidden in plain sight. This is the beauty of it, I put so much in front of you that 

you don't see it. And nobody has seen it.  (3:06). Q: I started in 2011. So you are a 

grandfather in the T. What it is, is creating the conditions for what you need. If you 

understand what I explained transmutation of elements becomes very easy for you. 

If you are giving to it, they would like to call it fusion, but there is no fusion. It is 

creating conditions that it allows it to be what it needs to be. We have to understand 



the whole process. Everybody looks that the man from Mars will come and teach. 

The man from Mars has leant a lot from man. Many things have been made so much 

simplified even by the man who thinks he is backwards, by the 4 wheels and the 

creation of motors. It makes life so easy. We still can do it in the space in an easier 

way but motors, especially brushless ones, you can do some quick thinking. .. 

(3:08). Some of the T developed by man is like for children in a nursery to start, but on 

the other hand if you understand it you give a huge advantage to space development. I 

use both the knowledge of space and man's and it creates beautiful conditions.  ... 

Charles is translating the Chinese again ..    (3:10). Q: You were explaining how to 

capture a neutron, can you please go back to that? What do you want to do with it? 

Q: I want to go to planet Zeus and come back. How are you going to use it if you don't 

know how to apply it? Q: You say it's the mother. Because with the neutron I can create 

anything. What are you going with it. Q: Go to planet Zeus. As an ambassador we 

have enough (humans), we don't want headaches.  .. What is the neutron you call it a 

name? Q: In all elements we neutrons, protons and electrons, when the neutron decays, 

?? produce protons and electrons, so that's the mother. What do you want to do with it 

when it decays? Q: create anything. You had 1 and now you have 2 children to feed.   

(3:12). what are you going to do with it. And if you leave it, it will decay again. Q; 

That's why I am asking how to capture it and what to do with it. What to do with it, do 

you want me to come and chew it for you to. Dr. Gotauau I am just trying to bring 

understanding. You go through the process. .. what does that existence of a neutron give 

you. What is nuclear division. This is one of the first things, I kicked the Nuclear 

Industry out of my life because a lot of things are spoken but never understood. 

This is the simplicity of it, what is a neutron, the purpose of nuclear decay the common 

man speaks about. Any decay, decay means a division. Look at the pictures in Book 

#3, Creation of the U, which is actually a nuclear decay. You have a neutron that 

splits itself, but in the balance  (3:14). But what we see in this process is a little bit 

of fireworks. I am not interested in the electron or proton, I am only interested in 

my work, in this (little fireworks), which in the Nuclear Industry they look for 

energy (draws a circle around the fireworks), we get it back to boil water. But as a 

true cosmologist and nuclear physicist, for me (what I am interested in) is the free 

MG fields (released) so that I can use it (he draws a further line out from the 

fireworks). To use this part of it (MG fields) for G for the nation, and this part for 

M. This is the difference between a common nuclear physicist and one like me. As a 

plasma physicist I am interested in this (MG fields) to become dimension of space. A 

nuclear physicist in the war equipment of this (the fireworks) to create heat and 

destruction. This is the difference between peaceful application of nuclear ??  Because 

I understand that this (the fireworks) is not just heat, something, it become a heat 

when it slows down. At the point where it becomes free it is my savior because if I 

can accumulate enough of both of these M and G of it. Then what happens to me. 

Part is M and part is G, at a given strength for me is ofod (taste chips and fish), 

Aluminum (creation of materials),   (3:16). it's my water and everything else which 

my life depends on in the universe.  What do you want to do with the neutron? For 

me this (release of Pl MG field) is what it HAS to be. For the Americans and the 

Russians they spend billions to get this (fireworks) so they can destroy each other more 

... neutron bombs! For you to make this (fireworks) from a Gans is very difficult you 

have to have the science with it. But now a neutron bomb is in the hands of every man if 

he knows what to do with it. But do we need, what are we going to do, kill each other. 

What for? But I am interested in this part of it that creates peace. When I put 

billions of them together then I have everything I want because I decide the next 



cycle and what is going to be accumulated and divided, and as we say, inter-atomic 

fusion, but in fact, inter-atomic plasmatic fusion is what leads to creation of the U. 

And how it became the creator of the Creator. Fields in the universe existed, its 

interaction lead to the creation of the Creator, not the creation of the Creator 

leading to creation of the fields.  (3:18). But where did those fields come from? 

Book number 8, the Origin of Magnetic Fields. Sperm and Egg, billions of them float in 

every ?? river of the world, be it from the dog, cat, man, woman and everything else, 

which one leads to the creation of a being. It's very much the story of, did the 

chicken come first or the egg? Was the Creator created out of the fields or did the 

interaction of the fields lead to the creation of the Creator. Now you have the 

fields, what would you like to create out of it. You want to create a neutron, for what 

to do what with it. I know what I want to do with it. This has become the story of the 

crystal ?? how they work. You all went and bought crystals when I told you that crystals 

will be the future of the space technology. But you still don't know what you are going 

to do with it, now you have seen the crystals. A lot of you will be walking around your 

lab looking at the crystals saying, I got crystal in the water, then can I become a 

diamond dealer. In the teachings I have explained where the crystals are coming from 

and what ?? to do. (3:20). Partially I'll explain and maybe one day in the future 

you'll understand. I just said, in the body, condition of the conversion of the 

crystals or gases, which is the Gans condition of the gases, leads to the condition of 

odor, or smell which is the carrier of information. How does the STM or the brain 

recognize what the smell means. When you create these crystals watch how you do 

and what line of communication do you want to turn the message into. I have given 

you a lot of secrets, if you can elaborate, just only in the last 1 minute. Shall we call it 

a day.  Pictures from Armand from Mexico.   (3:22). 

We will not let Africa down because of one man's conduct. ...  

(3:24). Photos of KF Mexico manufacturing, research, and teaching center are finishing 

the building.  (3:28).  When we compete the court casein Ghana, Benjamin has nothing 

to do with us, it's between the Police. Benjamin got caught in Ghana as working for the 

Belgium's and is in court. The management has taken over. Changing documents of 

ownership to his own person is a criminal offense.  (3:30).  

 

END 

 


